“Emotion’Ailes” - Aves Photo Contest Rules – 2019
To learn and teach, to protect and love... birds: these are the purposes of Aves-Natagora.
Our contest will be driven by these targets. This is why we wish to emphasize the following values: photographers will make
sure species remain unhurt and protected when the pictures are being taken.

Article 1
In the context of the Namur Aves Wildlife Pictures Exhibitions (Belgium), Aves-Natagora is organizing the
“Emotion’Ailes” photo contest. The photographs will be exhibited at the Beffroi gallery, in old Namur. The awards
ceremony will take place on Saturday September 21, 2019.

Article 2
Selected photographs are photographs of free wild birds. Digital settings such as adjusting the tone , contrast,
lightening , darkening , cropping, sharpening , noise reduction , minor cleaning , HDR , panorama stitching , the
overlays , focus staking (the shots must be at the same place at the same time) are permitted and must be reported in
the caption of the image (in the “additional info’s” field). These settings must not mislead the viewer or misrepresent
the realities of nature.
Photos whose competition version deviates too much from the RAW or the native file in order to create an
atmosphere that was not the one at the time of shooting are less likely to seduce the jury. This will give priority to
natural environments.

Article 3
The following photographs are not eligible:
A photograph that shows a clear negative impact on nature, no matter the species; a photograph that shows birds,
whether domesticated or captive, whose wing has been deliberately clipped or broken in order to hinder flight.
A photograph that infringes on the rules described in Articles 2 or 3 will be eliminated by the pre-selection panel.
These rules remain effective even after the awards ceremony.

Article 4
The contest is open to all photographers, amateurs and professionals, either using films or digital media, from all over
the world. The organizers of the Namur Aves Wildlife Pictures Exhibitions, and members of the jury, are not eligible to
compete for an award.

Article 5
The participation in the contest is free.

Article 6
Participants warrant that they hold the copyright of the submitted photographs. If their work is pre-selected in the
short list, they agree to grant the Namur Aves Wildlife Pictures Exhibitions organizers the right to use their work both
during the contest and for the previous promotion, as well as for the promotion of the Namur Aves Wildlife Pictures
Exhibitions in current and subsequent years.

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
Article 7
Photographs entered into the contest must be sent exclusively in digital format via the site http://www.exposaves.be.
th
This site will be on line on May 15 2019. Specifications are as follows: * Format JPEG, 3500 pixels for the longest
side. No border, watermark or signature should appear on the picture.

The photograph cannot be fully compressed (700 Kb is required as a minimum). Each photograph must be
accompanied by a detailed description. For the purposes of the contest exhibition, a professional studio will make
high-quality prints based on the file sent by the participant. Then photographers will take care to adjust their file in a
proper way. A photograph that does not meet the above requirements and dimensions will be excluded from the
contest.
Pictures correctly uploaded will be visible for the participant on the uploading website and an confirmation e-mail will
be automatically sent to email address provided (check your spam maibox…).

Article 8
Each entrant may submit up to 12 photographs (the mini-series and the “Behind the scene” series counting as one
photo) with a maximum of 4 images per category. He/she may choose the category for which each photograph is
submitted. One and the same photograph may not be entered for more than one category. The jury reserves the right
to move images from one category to another if appropriate.
Photographs (pictures) that have been nominated (that is to say exhibited) in previous edition of the Aves
Emotion’Ailes contest are ineligible for the present contest. Looking for new and fresh pictures, jury will probably not
focus his attention on award-winning photograph in another main contest; nevertheless jury stays the only judge for
this point.

Article 9
The Categories for the 2019 Aves Emotion’Ailes contest are:
1. Category « Birds in all its states »
This category takes all pictures of wild birds of the type "portrait" or others. The picture illustrates the bird in a visible
way. The subject should occupy most of the image space. Pictures showing bird and not fitting in other category can
also be entered in this category.
2. Category Action
The photograph will be more than just an illustration of behavior. It will catch one or more birds in action. The evident
vitality and energy of the photograph will be an asset.
3. Category Light and atmosphere
The light and the atmosphere ("ambiance") must drive the viewer "into the photographed scene" and make the
audience share the emotions of the moment.
4. Category Black& white
Playing on tones and graphism of monochrome. The images submitted in this category must develop the capacity of
black and white to reveal shapes and attitudes of a subject.
5. Category “Bird’Art”
The aesthetic vision and creativity (during shooting or post-processing ) must highlight a new way to watch the birds.
Impressionism, graphic, mimetism, … find here the place to be… Photographed bird and original picture must stay
the basics of the finalized image. Be original and surprise us!
6. Category Animal landscape
If the bird is the "main" subject of the photo, it occupies little space in the photo but it is the environment, the biotope
or the landscape that will occupy most of the photo. It will clearly be a picture of a bird "integrated" into the
landscape.
7. Category Youth (birth date subsequent to September 22, 2001).
The category covers any animal (not only birds) photographed in the wild.
8. Category “Z’Autres z’Ailes” (Other wings):
The Emotion'Ailes contest want to open its categories to other animal species. This category covers any image of an
animal flying to move.

9. Nature of Belgium
This category extends the competition to all aspects of wildlife (animal, botanic, landscape,…). Pictures must have
been shot in Belgium (jury will pay particular attention in the control of this).
10. Category "Observations.be / waarnemingen.be"
This category is intended for birders-photographers having photographed, in Belgium, a rare species, occasional or
particularly discreet species whose observation has been encoded and validated on the website "Observations.be or
Waarnemingen.be", by the photographer or by another observer. The picture presented will not necessarily have been
presented on the site "Observations.be or Waarnemingen.be" but must concern the same bird.
The photo must meet the minimum conditions of shooting quality (sharpness and exposure) but the jury will focus
more on the rare, occasional or discreet nature of the species rather than the aspects of atmosphere, light or artistic.
Only one award will be authorized in each category.
Three other prizes will be awarded as follows:
The Grand Prize of the Jury an award to the photograph that receives the votes from the largest number of jury
members.
The Prize “Pure Wild”, exclusiveness of the AVES Emotion’Ailes contest, will reward the photographer who has
produced a picture from scratch (site location, the hide... and the picture). The photographer who decides to
participate in this category must unequivocally take all necessary steps to make the shooting of the picture feasible.
He must be the main actor and will design the structure (s) and/or approach by himself. The photograph who will
receive the award must abide by the following requirements:
· The image may not be taken from existing bird hides (free or not) built up by a third party with the
purpose of making photographs. Public observation sites free of charge are not excluded.
· Photographs taken during walks or observation approach (free or not) organized by third parties with the
specific purpose to make pictures of the topic represented on the photograph may not compete.
· No alive or dead baits, killed with the purpose of taking pictures, shall be used.
· The wildness of the bird must be preserved throughout the whole shooting. These criteria are not
exhaustive. The panel has the right to appreciate whether the circumstances as described in the detailed
description correspond to the characteristic “Pure Wild”. In order to compete in this category with one or
more pictures, each entrant must describe clearly the shooting conditions and previous arrangements for
each image in the “additional info’s field”. He should also check the box: this picture is competing for the
category “Pure Wild”. In order to be able to compete for this prize, the photograph should first compete in
another category.
Note from the organizers regarding this prize:
Going back to the roots of the nature and animal art photography, this award acknowledges the work and personal
initiative of a particular person. It should not be misinterpreted: it is in no way some sort of discrimination towards the
other photographs who cannot compete for this prize but still are most welcome to compete in other categories.
Such a prize will be successful only if photographers are fair players. It is totally based on confidence and honesty.
The organizers are aware that they will not be able to check all entrants’ honesty. It is generally the case for most
contests. However, experience has demonstrated that, as refers to nature and animal art photography, everything
ends up by being known (especially when the image rests on someone else’s work and/or site location arrangements).
A photograph that has not been screened in the first instance will be immediately disqualified even though it was
nominated and the information will be disseminated through appropriate communication means. The organizers are
conscious of the innovative character of this prize. They will pay attention to the spirit that will lead the prize
organization and participation.
The Prize of the public: During the exhibition, visitors will be able to vote for their favorite photo. The photograph
that receives the largest number of votes will be awarded with the "The Prize of the public".
The jury reserves the right to make additional "special mention" awards. The jury reserves the right not to award any
particular prize. A photograph may be awarded in only one category. This does not cover the prize "Pure Wild", the
"Prize of the Public" or any additional prize given by sponsors of Emotion'Ailes contest.

Article 10
Deadline for submissions: July 28, 2019 at midnight (12 pm).
Submission will be at candidates’ own expenses and risks. Candidates should submit their computer files via an
upload site where access is restricted to the competitors only. The application form can be completed online (access
will be given on May 15, 2019).
By the end of the jury's deliberations, the raw or native file of seleted photos will be requested to winners
photographers. These raw or native files should be provided by return mail.
In case of persistent technical problem: françoise.coune@aves.be

Article 11
A short text introducing the photographer and his work as well a detailed description of the shooting conditions must
be provided with each photo (in the “additional info’s” field).
The legend information must be complete and accurate and include the following elements:
• Description of the shooting: context, observed behavior, exact location, use of a bait;
• Technical information: camera, lens, aperture, shutter speed, flash use, or other specific equipment, ISO;
• Any image processing other than the lens profiles, color temperature, dust suppression, global and local saturation,
the exposure changes, the sharpening and cropping.
An unaccompanied image of the pre-mentioned elements will be excluded.

Article 12
The organizers are not responsible for any damage to digital files during the upload.

SELECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS
Article 13
A pre-selection of the photographs submitted to the contest will be conducted by the organizing team made up of
photographers and ornithologists in August 2019. Other persons may be called upon to join the team.

Article 14
The official jury is made up of wildlife photographers, a scientific advisor and Aves representatives. The jury is made
up of minimum five persons. They will be assisted by the technical team of the contest. The jury reserves the right to
see photographs that were not selected by the pre-selection panel. They also reserve the right to require the original
files (RAW format) from nominated persons.

Article 15
Main criteria: * Relevance to the topic; * Photographic criteria: composition, technical difficulty, aesthetics, technical
command; * Ornithological criteria (respect for the animal, the species...) and naturalists criteria; * And of course the
"coup de coeur" (originality, charm ...).

Article 16
Photographers whose work is selected will be notified by e-mail.
The final results will be announced officially during the awards ceremony that will take place on Saturday September
21, 2019. Results will be communicated to winners by e-mail after the official announcement. Results will also be
displayed on the contest website.

Article 17
The jury's decisions are final. The jury is bound by a duty of confidentiality regarding the content of their deliberations.
If, after the ceremony, the organizers find out that an image nominated or awarded has not fully respected one or
more articles of the contest rules, this image will be automatically and officially disqualified, with no limit in time. The
jury’s decision will be made public by an appropriate communication.

PRIZES
Article 18
Prizes are offered by Aves - Natagora and sponsors of the Emotion’Ailes contest. The organization reserves the right
to announce the prizes on the contest website.
Every prizewinner will be invited to attend the awards ceremony. If the prizewinner does not get the prize back during
the 6 months after the award ceremony, the prize will be used for the next contest.
The winners will be invited to discover the results and withdraw their prizes at this ceremony on Saturday, September
21nd at the Bourse. Prizes can be removed until Sunday 18h at the Notre-Dame church. Unreturned lots will be kept
available at the Natagora office at 1 Traverse des Muses at 5000 Namur. Whenever possible, prices may be sent to the
address of your choice against payment of delivery charges.

Article 19
Every winner of a prize hereby authorizes the organizers to reproduce their work for the needs of the exhibition as well
as for the contest and the Namur Nature and Wildlife exhibitions communication campaign (media, press articles,
exhibitions).
The winning photographs will be published in the Natagora Magazine, on Aves and Natagora websites, in the portfolio
of the festival, on the festival websites and in the specialized press. They will be used only in the framework of the
contest promotion and/or the nominated and winners’ presentation.

Article 20: Complaints
The participation in this contest implies that the entrant fully agrees and accepts the present rules of the contest,
without any possibility to make a claim about the results. Participation also implies that the photographer has
obtained the written agreement of the persons appearing on the picture, should the photograph infringe on the
copyrights, moral rights, rights of privacy/publicity or intellectual property rights of any person or entity.
Prizes cannot be exchanged. Prizes not claimed within six months will be made available again in the next contest.
Competitors who are not able to collect their prize in person may request that their prize is sent to them.

Article 21: Force majeure
In case of force majeure or any other reason beyond their control, the organizers may not be held responsible if dates
have to be changed or if the contest should be modified or even cancelled.

